• **Science:** Monday, May 22nd (purple).
  What is a robot?
  Medical robots
  Robot definition
  A robot’s brain
  Mechanical automatons
  How robots think
  Electrical robots
  Artificial intelligence
  Drones
  The future of AI robots
  Industrial robots
  Space robots
  Creating your own robot

• **History:** Tuesday, May 23rd (orange).
  World War I
  Propaganda
  The world at war
  America enters the war
  The German war machine
  War Fever
  War in the trenches
  Gas
  War in the air

• **Grammar:** Wednesday, May 24th (yellow).
  Conjunctions: and, but, or
  Future questions to statements
  Conjunction connection and combinations
  Some, any, between, among
  Direct objects
  Future statements to questions
  Pronoun as objects

• **Composition:** Thursday, May 25th (gray).
  Create your own ad

• **Mathematics:** Monday, May 29th (red).
  Money problems
  Percentages
  Crazy coin combos
  Convert common fractions to percentages
  Percent fill-ins
  Finding percentages of numbers
  Percent in problems

• **Spelling:** Tuesday, May 30th (green).
  Word lists form units 6 and 7 (dictation of words).
  Lesson 21 Clothing words, Lesson 22 Able and ible words, Lesson 23 Crime words,
  Lesson 25 /ou/ sound, Lesson 26 /û/ sound.

• **Reading/Comprehension:** Tuesday, May 30th (light blue).
  Students will read a story and answer comprehension questions with complete sentences.

Remember to bring all of your materials COMPLETE (pencil, eraser, sharpener,
colors, and ruler (protractor) on exam days.

*Miss Tatiana Zatarain and Miss Silvia Leyva*
*6th grade English Teacher.*